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Abstract
Three techniques are proposed for more realistic
image synthesis of transparent objects. The techniques simulate important phenomena due to refraction and/or reflection, such as focuses and dispersion. For efficient simulation of focuses and caustics, a method called grid-pencil tracing is proposed,
based on the ideas of pencil tracing and backward
ray tracing. An anti-aliasing filter is designed for
grid-pencil tracing in area-source illumination environments. The theory of pencil tracing is also applied to dispersion simulation. An extension of the
theory provides a basis for dispersi ve pencil tracing,
where both spatial coherency and 'wavelength coherency' is effectively used for fast image synthesis
of dispersive objects.
Furthermore, a linear filtering technique is applied to effectively express extremely bright spots
such as sunshine reflection. The technique is based
on an analysis of a special camera filter called a
'cross-screen filter,' which emphasizes bright spots
by producing star-like lines around the spots on the
image.
With these techniques, the realism of transparent
object images can be much enhanced in an inexpensive way.
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1

Introd uction

Photo-realistic rendering based on optical models is one of
the most important areas in the field of computer graphics.
Realization of realistic rendering of transparent objects, in
particular, has been the focus of much interest, because of
their attractive properties due to refraction and reflection.
The most noticeable phenomenon due to refraction is
image distortion through transparent objects, which can
be simulated by the ray tracing algorithm [1]. In many
·Current address: Dynamic Graphics Project, Computer Systems
Research Institute, University of Toronto, 10 King's College Road,
Toronto, Ontario M5S lA4

situations, however, simple application of ray tracing is not
adequate to render photo-realistic images of transparent
objects, because other important phenomena occur due to
refraction and/or reflection. For example:
• caustics and focuses; Refraction and reflection
causes light concentration, resulting in a complex pattern of caustics and fo cuses. This phenomenon is often observed in water scenes (swimming pools, seaside, and so on) and can even be produced by a glass
of water.
• dispersion; Due to dispersion, a rainbow spectrum
is often produced by transparent objects, such as prisms,
gemstones, and cut-glass.
• extremely bright spots; Reflection of primary
light sources are manifested as extremely bright spots.
The glint off a knife or shimmering light reflected off
a body of water, for example.
In this paper, we propose three related techniques for effectively simulating these various phenomena. These techniques take advantage of pencil tracing [2] and filt ering
techniques to allow their fast execution .

2

Shadowing Techniques for Transparent Objects

Transparent objects often make caustics and focuses of light
by refracting and/or reflecting rays emitted from light sources.
Although this phenomenon is important for creating a realistic picture of transparent objects, it has been generally
neglected because of the large amount of computation required for its simulation. The high computation cost is due
to the following characteristics of caustics and focuses.
• The simulation requires expensive refraction/reflection
calculation, which means that simple projection is inapplicable to either illuminance calculation or viewing
transformation.
• Illuminance around caustics changes much more rapidly
than in other areas. A high sampling rate is thus required to avoid a liasing artifacts.
The most important problem is, therefore, to find a way
of reducing the number of sample rays without aliasing artifacts.
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In this section, we provide an inexpensive technique for
simulating caustics and focuses of transparent objects in
area-source illumination. This technique is based on the
ideas of pencil tracing and backward ray-tracing.

-====:re

I

2.1

Background

There are two general approaches to the global lighting
model, namely, radiosity [3J and ray tracing [1J. Both approaches are theoretically capable of simulating the phenomenon, however , their direct application is not practical
because of their computation cost and the aliasing problem .
Cohen, et al., pointed out [4J that the radiosity model
is applicable to caustic simulation by using ray tracing in
the form-factor calculation phase instead of simple projection and z-buffer algorithm. However, this straight-forward
extension would be too costly, because it would require division into too many patches to avoid the aliasing artifacts
due to the fine structure of caustics.
Ray tracing, on the other hand , can be more easily ~p 
plied to the simulation. Kajiya succeeded in simulatmg
caustics by using distributed ray tracing with his ' interest
search' strategy [5J . This technique too , however , is impractical in terms of computation time, because a tremendous
amount of rays have to be traced .
When all light sources are point sources, it is possible
to reduce the number of r ays by tr acing light energy transmission from light sources. Arvo proposed backward r ay
tracing [6], where, to make up an illuminance m ap, ray~
are traced from a point source in a pre-processing phase.
There, each ray is regarded as a photon carrying a certain
amount of energy, and then illuminance is calculated ~y
photon counting. The point sampling, however , results m
a serious aliasing problem, as will be shown later . Shinya,
et al., applied pencil tracing to t he simulation [2J. In thell'
method, light pen cils are traced from a point light sour ce,
and intersections of pencils and ob jects are stored as illuminance polygons , which are considered to be extensions of
shadow polygons with finite illuminance. The advantages of
the method are elimination of moire artifacts and reduced
computation cost, but it can only applicable to a limited
range of objects .
In t his paper, we outline a practical method for simulating caustics. First , the idea of p encil tracing is introduced
into backward ray tracing to solve the moire problem. Second, a point source method is extended to deal with arealight sources by applying a space-variant fil ter. Finally, the
proposed method is applied to a more general renderer.

2.2
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Figure 1 Illuminance formula

tracing, which solves the problems of the previous methods.

2.2.1

Illuminance formula

Consider a light beam emitted from a point source and passing through an optical system onto an object surface, as
shown in Figure 1. Let the luminous intensity of the source
be I , the illuminance on the surface E , and the transmittance of the system tr. When the source and the object
are surrounded by media of an optical index nl and n 2,
respectively, energy conservation is represented by

or

(1)
where dn is the emitted b eam solid angle, and dS is the
illuminated area on the surface. Note that dn/dS is quite
similar to a form-factor in the radiosity model.
When a light beam transmits through the system with
no refraction or reflection, dn/dS is calculated by

(2)
which indicates the inverse square law, where r is the distance between the source and the surface, and et is the angle
b etween the surface normal and the beam direction. However, because oflight concentration due to refraction and/or
reflection, Eq. (2) is not valid in general situations, thus
requiring that dn/dS be calculated using other methods.
2.2.2

Previous methods

For calculating the dn/dS factor, two methods have been
proposed: backward ray tracing and pencil tracing.

Point source illumination

The problem addressed here is to simulate diffuse reflection
of specularly reflected and/or refr acted light emitted from
a point source. If light is neither refracted nor reflected ,
illuminance can b e easily calculated by the inverse square
law. Unfortunately, this law can not be applied to the simulation of caustics because of refr action and reflection. In
this section we first introduce an illuminance formul a for
refracted a~d/or reflected light [2J . Second, two previous
methods for illuminance calculation are briefly reviewed,
and their problems are pointed out. Finally, the two methods are combined into a new method we call grid-p encil

Backward ray tracing [6J
In backward ray tracing, Eq.( 1) is calculated by tracing
many rays from a point light source, where a ray is regarded
as an energy quantum, or a photon . Consider the model
shown in Figure 2. Rays, or photons, emitted from a point
source at equal intervals, oWo, go through an optical system ,
and arrive at an object surface. Since illuminance E is
defined by incident energy per unit area, it can be given by
counting photons coming into a given area and calculating
the density of photons.

1 Prior to this , Nelson Max applied a similar technique to his animation 'Carla's Island '(7) .
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Figure 5 Pencil tracing
where m is the number of photons coming to the area 85,
and eo is the amount of energy carried by a photon , given
by
eo =

I(nIfn2 )tr8wo.

In the sense of Eq. (1), this calculation of Eq. (3) can
be understood as an approximation of dfl./d5 ,

dfl./d5

~

(m8wo)/85.

(4)

To evaluate Eq. (3), the surface is divided into a cellular
array (Figure 2), and the photons in each cell are counted.
This results in an illuminance map, which is used in the
rendering process.
.
Unfortunately, however, Eq. (4) does not produce a
good approximation unless the number of incoming rays
m is sufficiently large, as can be seen in Figure 2. In low
illuminance areas, a serious aliasing problem occurs. In
fact, the number of incoming photons m assumes only one
of two values, either 0 or 1, in a typical low illuminated
region, which results in moire artifacts.
Figure 3 shows an example of light concentration simulated by backward ray tracing. Although 1024 x 1024 rays
are traced from a point source in the pre-processing for
creating a 512x512 illuminance map, a moire pattern is
still noticeable in the low illuminance areas. Since the required CPU time for the pre-processing phase is 6.6 hours
on VAXll/780, it is impractical to reduce the moire artifacts by increasing the number of sample rays.

P encil tracing

[2J
Pencil tracing is an application of the paraxial theory
to computer graphics, where a pencil, or a bundle of rays,
is traced using linear approximation. The approximation is
formulated by a 4x4 matrix called a system matrix, which
describes changes of output ray direction ~-; and position
with respect to the changes of the input ray 's x and [

x'

through an optical system , as shown in Figure 4. Mathematically, this is expressed by

(~) (~~)(() ,

(5)

where the 2x2 matrices A, B , C, D can be analytically calculated from the parameters of a given optical system.
Illuminance patterns can be obtained by tracing all refracted and/or reflected pencils and calculating dfl. / d5. For
polygonal objects, this calculation can be efficiently conducted by using a system matrix. The procedure is briefly
explained here referring to simple examples. For a more
detailed discussion, see [2J.
Consider the situation shown in Figure 5-a. An emitted
pencil passing through a polygon P of a transparent object
is refracted by the object, and then illuminates another
object surface. A vertex of the illuminated area, i'i, is
calculated using the system matrix as follows:
X'i

= B~~ ,

where B is a 2x2 sub-matrix of the system matrix in Eq.(5),
and [. is the direction from the point source to the corresponding vertex, Pi , of the polygon P. The illuminance is
calculated from

dfl./d5 = cosa ld[;dx/l = cosal l/det( B)I.

(6)

The illuminated area Q and the calculated illuminance is
stored as an illuminance polygon, which is referred to in
the rendering phase.
In the case of Figure 5-b, where a pencil intersects several polygons, the p encil must be divided. This can be
conducted by transforming the polygon edge e by the matrix B- 1 and dividing the pencil in (space. By repeating
the procedure throughout all the directly visible polygons of
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the transparent object, the illuminance calculation is completed.
The pencil tracing approach has the following three advantages:
• Reduction of moire artifacts: Using illuminance
polygons with their area sampling feature, moire artifacts are reduced.
• Computation cost reduction: An expensive raytracing calculation is replaced by a simple matrixvector production , which results in computation cost
reduction.
• Analytical calculation of dO/dS: The dO/dS factor is calculated from a system matrix, as shown in
Eq.(6).
Figure 6 shows the same scene as Figure 3, produced by
pencil tracing. Moire patterns observed in Figure 3 have
been eliminated here. The computation time required for
the illuminance calculation was only 200 seconds, which is
about 120 times faster than backward ray tracing .
For polygonal objects, this method is very efficient. It
is theoretically applicable to curved objects by adaptively
dividing them into small polygons. However, this approach
would be too expensive because of the increased overhead
involved in dividing objects as well as the increased number
of pencils that would have to be traced . Thus, there is still
a requirement for an efficient technique applicable to curved
transparent objects.
2.2.3

Grid-pencil tracing

By combining both pencil tracing and backward r ay tracing, an efficient method can be reali zed that is applicable to
any ray traceable object. The basic idea is to reduce moire
artifacts by area sampling, or p en cil tracing. Consider the
situation shown in Figure 7. In backward ray tracing, each
light ray, a, b, c, d is regarded as a photon, and the point
sampling feature causes the moire problem. In order to
solve the problem, we regard a ray as an edge of a pyramidal pencil IT . Then, a light pencil, IT , is formed with four
rays, a, b, c, d, as its edges. The intersection between the
pencil and an object surface is regarded as an illuminance
polygon, and the illuminance is simply calculated by Eq.
(1) and
(7)
dO/dS = 6wo/6S,

necessary illuminance polygons. However , it is not practical to refer to a great number of illuminance polygons in
the rendering process. Therefore, they are scan-converted
into an illuminance map for easier access. In this scanconversion process, linear interpolation of illuminance, or
Gouraud shading, is applied to improve the smoothness.
Since this method involves tracing a grid of pencils, we will
refer to the method as 'grid-pencil tracing'.
Figure 8 shows an example image, where ripples on a
water surfaces cause light concentration on the bottom of
a swimming pool. The light source is a parallel source, and
the wave pattern was represented by a periodic bump map,
generated by Fourier synthesis [8] . In the pre-processing,
128x 128 pencils were traced, which required only 7 seconds
of CPU time on the VAX8840, (approximately 4 or 5 times
faster than the VAXll/780). As shown in the figure , moire
artifacts are not noticeable.

2.3

Area source illumination

Although grid-pencil tracing works well for point light sources,
the point source model is rather a poor lighting model for a
photo-realistic simulation of indoor scenes. In this section,
space-variant filtering is applied to grid-pencil tracing, so
that it can deal with area sources.
2.3.1

Filter design

A straight-forward application of the grid-pencil tracing is
conceivable as follows: first , sample points over an area
source, then calculate an illuminan ce map for each point
source by grid-pencil tracing, and finally sum up the calculated illuminance maps. However, this point sampling
again would result in an aliasing problems: if the sampling
rate in the area source is insufficient, the summation of the
illuminance maps would look jagged, like a collection of
discrete focuses, while increasing the sampling number is
too expensive. We propose solving the aliasing problem by
pre-filtering, maintaining the number of sample points at a
reasonable level.
An effective filter can be designed in the following way.
For simplicity, we will initially discuss a linear source, and
then extend the discussion to area source illumination. Consider the situation shown in Figure 9, where a small linear

t

f!t ·

where 6wo is the pencil spread angle, or ray sampling interval, and 6S is the illuminated area.
Tracing a grid of rays , or a grid of pencil edges, from
a point source and calculating Eq. (7) results in all the
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source AoAn_l illuminates the object surface S. The linear
source is sampled into n point sources, {A;}i=O,n-l , where
n is assumed to be large enough to approximate the linear
source. Let the illuminance pattern of a sample point source
Ai be E i . The illuminance pattern of the linear source Eline
can be calculated by

n-l
Eline(X) =

2: Ei (X) .

(8)

i=O

When the length of the line AoAn_l is small, an illuminance pattern Ei can be approximated by shifting Eo III
the vicinity of a given position X, represented as

(9)
The shift vector Vi is obtained as the displacement of a
ray-surface intersection when the source position changes
from Ao to Ai while the emitted ray direction remains fixed
(Figure 9). The vector Vi can be also approximated by

space-variant filt ers, f (ir; x) and g(x'; x), specified by displacement of ray-object intersections, SI and IiJ . Note
that Eq. (12) shows that the filtering can. be achieved
by separable convolution, which is con:putatlOnally I?uch
cheaper than non-separable two-dimenSIOnal convolutIOn.
2.3.2

Illuminance calculation for an area source in a refracting
environment is performed by dividing the source into a
mesh , applying grid-pencil tracing and space-variant filt ering. The outline of the procedure is as follows:
1) Initialize Etotal +- O.
2) Divide an area source into a mesh.
3) For each cell (i, j ) in the mesh , do the following:
a) Do grid-pencil tracing, to produce illuminance
map E~,j and ray-object intersection points p ~:/l
where (k, /) specifies an original ray direction.

(10)

b) Calculate the filter kernels SI and SJ by subtraction, such that

From Eqs. (8), (9), and (10), the total illuminance Eline
can be approximated by

~

2: Ei(X)
2: Eo( x - (i/n) S I)
2: nEo(x - x') f (x-'; x),

Procedure

S ( _i ,j)
I

P k,l

A-(_ i,j)

uJ

P k,l

~i .j

_ i+ l ,j

..... i,j

_ i,j+ l

P k,l - P k,l
P k,l - P k,l

,
.

c) Do convolution of Eq. (12), resulting in E~~ea(x)
d) Etotal+ = E~jea

(11)

x
where the factor n is a factor from the summation variable
substitution. The function f(x' ; x) is a normalized spacevariant filter with a linear kernel SI , defined by
- _) {l/ IS[1 if ir is on the vector SI(X)
, 0
otherwise

f(x"x -

Equation (11) indicates that the total illuminance E line
is obtained simply by filtering an illuminance pattern of a
sample point source, Eo. In other words, n sample points
are reduced to one sample with the continuity of the illuminance pattern being maintained.
The discussion for a linear source can be readily extended to area sources by regarding a small area source as
a collection of linear sources. Quite similarly, the summation is approximated by filtering an illuminance pattern of
a single linear source, represented by
E area ( x)

= 2: Eline(j) ( x)
j

~

2: Eline(O)(x -

2.3.3

Photo-realistic rendering is achieved in a two-path process: in the pre-processing phase, an illuminance map is
calculated by grid-pencil tracing and space-variant fil tering. Then, distributed ray tracing is applied, referring to
the prepared illuminance map. In the distributed ray tracing phase, illuminance for a direct (non-refracted/reflected)
light component is calculated by a conventional stochastic
sampling method, and illuminance for a refr acted/reflected
light component is obtained by referring to the prepared
illuminance map .
Figure 10 shows an example image, simulating light
concentration through a glass of water. The glass is illuminated by a rectangular light source of approximately
0.3(rad.) x O.1(rad.) in visual angle. The source was divided into a 7x7 mesh , for each sample of which 64 x 64
rays were traced . As seen in the picture, a light fo cus was
realistically simulated. In the pre-processing, 1.9 minutes
of CPU time was required on the VAX 8840, while the rendering phase required 67 minutes for 1024 x682 pixels with
3x3 sub-pixel sampling. The wood texture was taken from
a photograph.

ir)g(x'; x)

2.4
where

- _
g( x'
; x)

= {l/IIiJI
0

Result

if ir is on the vector
otherwise

IiJ (x)

The resulting anti-aliasing fil ter is a pair of one-dimensional

Summary of the section

In this section, we have proposed effective methods for calculating illuminance patterns of light through transparent
objects. The methods have been developed based on the
ideas of pencil tracing and backward ray tracing, and have
resulted in reduced aliasing artifacts with small computation cost. Depending on the light source - object shape
mix, an appropriate method could be selected, as shown in
Table 1.
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. t e me th 0 d s £or varIOus SI ua Ions
T a ble 1: Alppropna
Type of light sources Type of object shapes Appropriate method

Point sources
Point sources
Area sources

Polygons
Curved surfaces
Curved surfaces

Pencil traCing
Grid-pencil tracing
Grid-pencil tracing
with space-variant filtering

8
n

n'(6).)

All of these methods can be used as pre-processing, interfaced by an illuminance map . Combining the methods
with distributed ray tracing, realistic images of transparent objects can be synthesized. Since the calculation of an
illuminance map is almost equivalent to a form factor calculation, the methods could be potentially applied to the
radiosity model.

3

Pencil Tracing Dispersive Objects

A rainbow spectrum of light can be seen through transparent objects, such as a prism. The phenomenon is called
'dispersion,' and is one of the most lovely features of transparent objects. Simulation of dispersion not only provides
colorful accents in pictures of transparent objects, but is
even a critical process in some applications, such as the
rendering of gemstones [9]. The chief obstacle to the simulation of dispersion is the large amount of computation
required, considering that even the normal non-dispersive
ray tracing calculation is expensive.
In this section, the theory of pencil tracing is extended
to describe the dispersion effect , and a fast rendering method
is proposed for dispersive objects, based on the theory.

3.1

Previous works

Dispersion occurs due to the fact that an optical index n
of objects generally depends on wavelength). of incident
ray, causing a refracted ray angle change with respect to ).
(Figure 11). This means that an image through a transparent object changes with wavelength, or color. Therefore,
the simulation requires image calculation throughout the
visible wavelength range from violet to red.
Takagi, et al, applied ray tracing to the simulation by
super-sampling in the wavelength domain [9]. In their straightforward method, several (the suggested value is nine) monochromatic rays per pixel are sampled and individually traced,
resulting in monochromatic images at the sampled wavelength. The calculated images are then converted into a
normal (R,G,B) color image using color functions. The
obvious disadvantage is that the computation cost is increased several (typically nine) times compared to conventional non-dispersive ray tracing.
Yuan, et al., tried to reduce the computation time by
using 'wavelength coherency' for polygonal objects [10] . In
this method, only three rays/pixel are traced, and other
necessary information for various wavelength are interpolated. Although the use of 'wavelength coherency' is a good
strategy, the computation even for this method is still fa.r
from practical; its limited efficiency lies in its usage of the
conventional ray tracing calculation.

08'(0)..)

Figure 11 Dispersion
Since pencil tracing synthesizes non-dispersive transparent images several tens Cif times faster than conventional ray
traCing, it is a promising simulation approach for reducing
computational cost.

3.2

Theories and implementation

For the application, we first extend the system matrix so
that it can describe the dispersion effect. Second, we introduce the concept of a pseudo-3D screen, quite similar to the
spatio-temporal screen proposed by Grant [11] for spatiotemporal anti-aliasing. Using an extended system matrix
and a pseudo-3D screen, pencil tracing can be easily applied
to the simulation of dispersion.

3.2.1

Extended system matrix

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, a system matrix describes
changes in a ray's direction [and intersection with objects
x due to an optical system. Adding terms for changes with
respect to wavelength, a system matrix can express the dispersion effect, represented by

(~ 1 (~~ ~ ) ( [ ),
8),

0

0

1

(13)

8),

where A , B , C, D are 2x2 submatrices defined in Eq. (5),
and 8), is the difference of wavelength between a given ray
and a reference ray (or an axial ray). The vectors xA and f>.
denote the changes of i' and with respect to wavelength
)., defined by

f

XA

f>.

axl/a).,
of/a)..

For example, in the case of a single refraction, as shown
in Figure 11, ox/a). is equal to 0 and a(ja). is calculated
from Snell's law, expressed by

nsinB = n'(8).)sin(B'
or
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For a small 68', Eq. (14) is approximated by
sin 8'

+ cos 8' . 68' ~ n/n~(1- (dn'/d)..)6)..)sin8 ,

or
68'

(Xi, )..)

= (n/n~)(sin 8/ cos 8')(dn' /d)" )6)..,

where n~ = n'(O). On the other hand, both ox/a>. and
are equal to 0 in the case of a single reflection .

aUa)..
3.2.2

Dispersion image solid

As was previously mentioned, the simulation of dispersion
is an image creation process throughout the visible wavelength range. Hence, consider a pseudo-3D screen where the
wavelength ()..) axis is added to a normal two-dimensional
x-y screen (Figure 12). In the pseudo-3D screen, a dispersive image of a polygon is represented by a polygonal solid,
as shown in Figure 12, where any slice of the solid parallel
to the x-y plane is a monochromatic image of the polygon

x
Figure 12 Dispersion image solid and pseudo-3D screen

at a given wavelength. Let us call the solid a dispersion

)... ...... ... . ~_""---I

image solid.

6)".

A dispersion image solid can be easily calculated by an
extended system matrix. Let the visible wavelength range
be [)..o, )..1), vertices of a given object polygon be {x';}, and
the system matrix be defined as in Eq. (13). A vertex of
the dispersion image solid, (Xi,)..j) is obtained by
Xi

~ S~i
=

SB- I (X'i
-

)..jX~) ,

(15)

X I·

x

where the 2x2 matrix S denotes the approximated relationship between an initial r ay direction angle [; and its
corresponding (two-dimensional) screen point Xi .
In the non-dispersive pencil tracing [2), visible polygons
are calculated by two dimensional clipping on the screen
using a priority list . Replacing two dimensional clipping
by three dimensional clipping, the pencil tracing procedure
can be easily extended to apply to dispersion image solids.

the integrals can be efficiently conducted by referring to integr~ ta~les when L ()" ) and t()..) are des,cribed by a linear
comb mat IOn of some function basis.

3.2.3

3.2.4

Transformation into an R-G-B image

Completing the extended process of pencil tracing, all visible dispersion image solids are obtained. However , since
our goal is to present an image on an R-G-B color display,
the solids must b e transformed into an R-G-B image.
Figure 13 shows a cross section of a dispersion image
solid on a scanline. First , we h ave to calculate the wavelength range [)..., ).. .1of incoming light to each pixel Xi. This
range can be incrementally calculated by referring to increments of wavelength already prepared for each polygon of
the solid, much same as the scan-line algorithm . The RG-B values at each pixel can be obtained by the following
integrals:

R
G
B

1:'
1:'

t()..)g()..)L()..)d)" ,
t().. )b().. )L().. )d)",

where L().. ) is a spectra of object light , r,g , b are proper
color mapping functions , something like color matching fun ctions of CIE, and t()..) is a spectral transparency. Note th at

Selective dispersive pencil tracing

Since the factor x~ in Eq. (15) denotes the amount of dispersion effect, we can estimate, in the system matrix calculation phase, whether disper sion is noticeable or not , as

6Xdis
When

= )..ISB-IX~.

16Xdis l is

less than 1 pixel width, the normal nonpencil tracing is applied to the pencil for the
red.uctlOn ?f overhead due to the extension of t he process.
ThIs selectIve process further accelerates the execution without loss of created pictures.
disper~ive

3.3

t()..)r()..) L ()")d)",

1:'

Figure 13 Scan-conversion of dispersion image solid

Result and discussion

F~gure 14 shows a sample image of a dispe~sive polyhedra
wIth 120 polygons . The required CPU time to create the
image was just 1.2 minutes on the VAX 8840. Since nondispersive pencil tracing requires 1.0 minute for the same
scene, the overhead for the dispersion simulation is very
small. For si.mple scenes, non-dispersive pencil tracing is
several ten ~ tImes faster than conventiotlal ray tracing, and
thus the dIspersive version is even far faster t han conventional. non-dispersive ray tracing. In fact, a conventional
non-dIsper sive r ay tracer took 57.9 minutes to simulate the
same scene as Figure 14 without the dispersion effect.
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Another advantage of the method is continuous representation of dispersion effects involved in the dispersive
image solids. This allows reproduction of smooth color
changes, while other super-sampling methods may cause
step-function-like color changes.
The drawback of the method is the assumption of the
linearity of dispersion, dn/d>. ~ constant, which is, in general, a rather poor approximation. However , we suppose
that the resultant images would not look unnatural in most
situations, just like the case of Gouraud shading, becau se it
is difficult to detect the errors based on daily experiences .
When all dispersive objects in a scene have the same optical index, however , we don't have to assume the linearity.
In this case, it is possible to introduce a proper nonlinear
scale of wavelength A(>') , such that dn/dA = constant . By
using A instead of >. as the wavelength-axis in the pseudo3D screen, the linear transformation can be applied to the
projection.
The extended system matrix can also be applied to the
illuminance calculation method discussed in Section 2.2.2,
which enables the method to simulate colorful shadows of
dispersive objects.
The extension discussed here is also applicable to beam
tracing [12] . In that case, however , there is a problem
with approximation accuracy especially for beams refracted
nearly at a critical reflection angle, while such criti cal beams
often cause significant dispersion.

An important feature of transparent objects is their high
reflectance. When a very bright light source is reflected ,
very bright spots (su ch as shimmer on water surfaces) are
observed on the surface of transparent objects. However,
it is difficult to effectively express such bright spots on a
display with a limited brightness dynamic range (typically
256), because contrast between the reflection and other objects is usually extremely high. Figure 8 illustrates the
difficulty. White spots on the water surface represent reflections of the sun. The calculated contrast between the
sunshine reflection and the average illuminance in other areas is more than 3,200. In the figure, however, due to the
poor image contrast, they just look like noise.
In such contexts, photographers attach a special-purpose
filter called a 'cross-screen filter' to their camera, which emphasizes bright spots by producing star-like lines around the
spot called asterism. Although a few computer-generated
pictures have exploited this technique, no systematic methodology has been established. In this section, we analyze
the optics in a cross-screen filter, and show th at the phenomenon can be simulated by simple linear filt ering.

4.1
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Figure 15 Cross-screen filter and imaging system

1) refracted on the front surface of the filter , of which
normal is N;
2) refracted on the back surface of the filter, of which
normal is in the z-axis direction;
3) imaged at an image point (x, y) on the image plane
through the imaging system.

x
y

ideal paraxial system is regard as a linear system.

(n - l)d . N x ,
(n - l)d . N y,

where N x and N y are x- and y-components of N, d is the
distance between the image plane and the lens, and n >
1 is the optical index of the filter. Using a distribution
function of normal vectors on the front filter surface feN),
the illuminance E at the image point (x, y) is calculated by

E(x,y)

f(N)( dNxdNy/dxdy)
f(N)/((n - 1)d)2.

(16)

When the direction of the incident rays is not the zaxis direction, their illuminance pattern is simply given as
a parallelly shifted pattern of Eq. (16) centered at their
original focal point. This means that the simulation of a
cross-screen filter can be completed by linearly filtering an
original image with the function shown as Eq. (16).

4.2

Analysis

A cross-screen filter is a parallel glass plate with grid-like
scratches, and refracted r ays on the scratches cause asterism. Figure 15 illustrates a cross-screen filter attached to
an imaging system, where it is assumed th at the system is
an ideal paraxial system 2 . For simplicity, we will assume
the image plane is the fo cal plane.
First , consider the image of parallel incident rays in the
direction of the system axis (z-axis). These rays intersect
on the image plane as foll ows. The rays are
2 An

r--------'~~--------------,

._---.-

The image point (x,y) is derived from a linear approximation of Snell 's law, as

Cross-Screen Filter

4

imuging system

Implementation

Procedure According to the analysis, we realize the simulation as a post-processing, as follows:
1) rendering: An original image I o( x, y) is created by
a conventional renderer.
2) linear filtering: The original image is linearly filtered by Eq . (16) , represented by

I 1 (xo, Yo) =

JIo(xo, Yo)E(x -

Xo, Y - yo)dxdy .

3) non-linear transformation: Because the dynamic
range of the final image is limited by a given display,
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non-linear transformation of brightness is applied by
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